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Previous research has shown that friction between ski and snow can vary substantially due
to changes in snow conditions. The variation of friction affects the speed a freestyle skier or
snowboarder (athlete) reaches during the in-run of a jump. Athletes risk severe injuries if
their take-off speed is not within the right margin to land in the “sweet spot” zone. To
reduce the risk of injury, snow park designers and competition managers need to calculate
the speed athletes reach during the in-run. However, despite multiple attempts over the
last decades, to date nomodel can predict ski-snow friction from snow physical quantities.
Hence, simulations of in-run speeds suffer from insufficient validity. For the first time, this
work combines kinematic athlete data and comprehensive snow surface measurements
to infer the coefficient of friction of freestyle skis and snowboards across a wide range of
snow conditions. Athletes’ point mass kinematics were recorded at more than 200 straight
gliding runs with differential global navigation satellite systems. The subjects’ air drag and
lift were deployed fromwind tunnel measurements. Along with the kinematic data and data
from wind measurements, a mechanical model of the athlete was established to solve the
equation of motion for the coefficient of friction between ski/snowboard and snow. The
friction coefficients for ski (snowboard) ranged from 0.023 ± 0.006 (0.026 ± 0.008) to
0.139 ± 0.018 (0.143 ± 0.017) and could be explained well (Radj

2 � 0.77) from the
measured snow parameters using a multivariate statistical model. Our results provide a
new quantitative tool for practitioners to predict the friction of skis and snowboard on snow
of various conditions, which aims to increase athletes’ safety in slopestyle and big air.
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INTRODUCTION

Ski–snow friction, air drag and gravity are the three forces that regulate speed in skiing and
snowboarding. The acceleration due to gravity depends on the incline of the slope, while air drag is
a function of speed, frontal area, the shape and material properties of the athlete’s clothing, and air
density. Probably the most complex force that acts on skiers and snowboarders is the ski–snow
friction force. Its underlying mechanisms are still controversial (e.g., Bowden and Tabor, 1939;
Bäurle, 2006; Böttcher et al., 2017; Canale et al., 2019; Lever et al., 2019), and the friction
coefficient of a skier, although repeatedly measured (Habel, 1968; Kuroiwa, 1977; Leino and
Spring, 1984; Kaps et al., 1996), could so far not been well predicted for a given snow condition.
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One of the main reasons for this is the material properties of
snow, which vary considerably as a result of differing porosity,
proximity to the melting point, and markedly different
microstructures and degrees of sintering. In consequence, the
level of ski-snow friction and the governing mechanisms can
change distinctly, as the material properties of the snow change
(Nachbauer et al., 1996; Buhl et al., 2001; Fauve et al., 2005). In
addition, the snow’s physical instability facilitates rapid changes
in properties (Szabo and Schneebeli, 2007), and hence increases
the difficulty of describing the mechanics of the frictional
contact between snow and ski.

From a theoretical point of view, understanding the
mechanisms of snow friction is of high interest. However,
snow sport practitioners can be helped by the provision of
knowledge that allows precise prediction of the extent of
ski–snow friction, depending on the prevailing snow
conditions. This information is especially required for the
design, maintenance and management of snow park jumps,
as snow friction is a crucial aspect in the take-off speed of a
jump and consequently determine how the jump needs to be
built in terms of size and geometry. Injury risks are high, for
both recreational park riding and for the Olympic disciplines
of slopestyle and big air (Florenes et al., 2010; Henrie et al.,
2010; Florenes et al., 2012; Bianchi et al., 2016; Soligard et al.,
2019). To reduce the risk of injuries, knowledge-based
improvement of jump designs is considered a key factor
(Shealy and Stone, 2008; Levy et al., 2015; Heer et al., 2019;
Schindelwig et al., 2019). This includes the use of models to
calculate the kinematics and kinetics of athletes from in-run to
the landing of a jump to evaluate the safety of new jump
geometries. Although remarkable research studies on jump
design are available (Böhm and Senner, 2009; Shealy et al.,
2010; McNeil, 2012a; McNeil et al., 2012b; Hubbard et al.,
2015; Scher et al., 2015), the modelling of jumps still has
considerable uncertainties with respect to the validity of the
snow friction coefficients (COF).

So far, there is no model available that allows to predict the
COF from snow physical properties across a wide range of
relevant snow conditions, and describes these with a set of
easy-to-measure physical attributes of the snow. Moreover, to
the knowledge of the authors, snow friction has never been
quantified for freestyle skis or snowboards, and this is needed
to provide more valid input parameters for the modelling of
the in-run kinematics of slopestyle jumps. Therefore, this
study aimed to measure snow friction of freestyle ski and
snowboard over a wide range of snow conditions in a
consistent and comparable manner by using the same
method and equipment with the same athletes across a data
collection that spanned two winter seasons. Furthermore, this
study aimed for the first time, to measure a set of snow
quantities on the field describing the material properties of
snow sufficiently enough to reveal a well-determined COF
parametrization. For that purpose, over 200 test runs and a
novel method to assess COF were used. Further, the data set
was assessed for speed dependency of the COFs on contrasting
snow conditions.

METHODS

Test Design
The test team consisted of three skiers and three snowboarders
(1.82 ± 0.05 m; 80.3 ± 8.6 kg; 36 ± 1.2 years; ski and/or snowboard
instructor level or higher). Gliding tests were performed on
13 days during winter 2016/17 and 2017/18 at Davos,
Weissfluhjoch (WFJ, 2,600 m) and Davos, Bolgen (BOL,
1,580 m) on groomed gliding tracks that were closed to the
public (Figures 1, 2). The test days were selected to capture a
wide range of snow conditions typical on ski slopes. A test day
included several (7–24) consecutive runs by one skier and/or one
snowboarder using the same test skis or snowboard for each data
collection. The test skis/snowboard were equipped with a sintered
transparent running base made of ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene and were waxed by a professional ski technician
(Steiner Sport, Davos, CH) prior to each test day, using a mid-
temperature hydrocarbon ski wax (Beta Mix Red, Holmenkol
GmbH, D). Topology and hydrophobicity of the running surfaces
were characterized using tactile 2D roughness measurements
(MarSurf PS1, Mahr GmbH, D), as well as dynamic contact
angle measurements (Drop Shape Analyzer, Krüss GmbH, D) in
waxed and unwaxed states (Table 1). The athletes were running
in a defined and easy-to-reproduce, mid-extended posture
without poles, with the hands placed on the knees and straight
arms with the elbow joint in full extension (Figure 2). Athletes
wore the same, regular-fit personal ski or snowboard apparel for
each test day (Figure 2). For the athletes taking part in this study
aerodynamic drag areas were quantified in a wind tunnel
experiment using the same posture and apparel as during the
gliding tests (Wolfsperger et al., 2021). Athletes’ kinematics, wind
velocity, meteorological parameter, and snow parameters were
captured as described below. Each run was documented by
videotaping (Figure 2).

The study was approved by the ethics committee at the
Norwegian School of Sport Sciences, and the Norwegian
Centre for Research Data, and conducted according to the
Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave their written
informed consent prior to participation.

Data Acquisition and Processing
Wind and Weather
3D-wind velocities were recorded at 1 Hz with two ultrasonic
anemometers (Model 8100, R. M. Young Company,
United States) at the top and the bottom of the test tracks.
Wind velocities were interpolated from 1 to 25 Hz using a
symmetric FIR filter method to synchronize with the
kinematic data. The UTC - GPS time offset of 18 s, and the
wind logger clock offset, which was manually annotated, were
considered in the time synchronization. Wind data were
smoothed and cleaned of spikes as described for the velocity
above. The instantaneous ambient wind velocity at the position of
the athlete during a run was calculated from the two wind
stations, placed at the top and bottom of the track. The
distance between athlete and the wind stations was used to
weigh the contribution from each station measurement to the
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weighted average wind velocity. The components of the wind
vector were rotated into the athletes’ instantaneous position
coordinate system (trajectory). The atmospheric pressure
(patm), air temperature (Tair), relative humidity (RH), and
incoming shortwave radiation (SWR) were measured with
stationary (SLF, 2021) and mobile (Sensorscope, CH) weather
stations proximate to the test tracks (Tables 2, 3). The air density
(ρair) was calculated from atmospheric pressure, air temperature
and relative humidity using the ideal gas law (Eq. 1) adapted with

an approximated universal gas constant for humid air (Rh �
287.1–288.3 J kg−1 K−1) (Sonntag, 1990).

ρair � patm

Rh · Tair
(1)

Kinematics
Athletes’ positions were measured with a differential global
navigation satellite system (dGNSS). The dGNSS system was
composed of a GNSS antenna (G5Ant-2AT1, Antcom Corp.,
United States) carried on the athlete’s helmet and a GNSS receiver
(Alpha-G3T, Javad GNSS Inc., United States) carried on the
athlete’s chest, underneath the jacket. Dual frequency (L1 and L2)
GPS and GLONASS signals were logged at 25 Hz and a short
baseline kinematic carrier phase dGNSS solution was calculated
using Justin (Javad GNSS Inc., United States) post-processing
software (Gilgien et al., 2014). Positions were smoothed using the
dGNSS solutions accuracy estimates as weighted into a spline
filter. From the smoothed position data, the distance travelled (sx)
was calculated as the aggregated distances between the measured

FIGURE 1 | Location of the gliding tracks (red arrows) at Weissfluhjoch (A) and Bolgen (B) (© swisstopo, 2021).

FIGURE 2 | Gliding tracks at Davos Weissfluhjoch (A) and Bolgen (B)
with a skier and a snowboarder holding the defined mid-extended posture.
Side view photographs of this posture were shown in Wolfsperger et al.
(2021).

TABLE 1 | Properties of the test skis and snowboard including surface roughness
parameters (n � 10) and dynamic contact angles of distilled water (n � 8). The
advancing (receding) angle is the contact angle which occurs in the course of
wetting (de-wetting) of the ski base.

SKI SNB

Model Scott Park 178 Burton Vapor 157
Lenght/running length (mm) 1,780/1,410 1,570/1,170
Width (tail/waist/tip) (mm) 114/78/103 294/250/294
Weight (incl. bindings) (g) 5,684 4,833
Mean peak-to-valley height Rz (µm) 20.3 ± 2.3 19.4 ± 3.0
Mean width of profile elements RSm (µm) 345.8 ± 65.1 333.3 ± 68.3
Profile skewness Rsk (µm) −0.31 ± 0.25 −0.45 ± 0.17
Advancing angle unwaxed (°) 92 ± 2.4 79.3 ± 3.5
Receding angle unwaxed (°) 56.3 ± 5.5 45 ± 6.9
Advancing angle waxed (°) 98.1 ± 2.5 104.8 ± 4.6
Receding angle waxed (°) 72.4 ± 3.2 75.1 ± 3.8
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positions and smoothed (4-second-moving average). The
athlete’s instantaneous velocity and acceleration vectors were
computed as the first and second time derivatives using the
finite central difference formulae followed by smoothing (4-
second-moving average) and removal of spikes (Hampel filter:
1s-window, 1σ-threshold). Instantaneous speed (v) was
calculated as the norm of the velocity vector. Instantaneous
acceleration (a) along the skier’s direction of travel was
calculated by firstly projecting the acceleration vector on the
velocity vector and secondly calculating the scalar of the projected
acceleration vector. The slope (α) and curvature (κ) of the terrain
along the trajectory were calculated from the incline of the
instantaneous velocity vector (Gilgien et al., 2013; Gilgien
et al., 2015; Gilgien et al., 2016; Gilgien et al., 2018).

The relative airflow velocity (vrel) resulted from the sum of
wind and athlete velocity. Speed dependent drag and lift area
(cDA, cLA) were determined by wind tunnel measurements for
each athlete considering their personal apparel and posture
characteristics (Wolfsperger et al., 2021). This allowed an
accurate calculation of the aerodynamic force components of
drag and lift throughout each run (Eq. 2). A mechanical model of

the athlete as a point of mass (m) was used (Figure 3),
incorporating air drag (FD) and lift force (FL), as well as
gravitational (FGx, FGz) and radial forces (FR; Eq. 3) to solve
the equation of motion for the friction force (FF) (Gilgien et al.,
2016). The coefficient of friction (COF) was calculated by the
division of FF by the resultant normal force (FN) (Eq. 4). The
friction force included all resistive forces of the ski-snow
interaction that counteracted the direction of motion,
including micromechanical friction forces or dissipation due to
snow deformation on the macro scale.(FD

FL
) � 0.5 · ρair · ( cDA

cLA
) · v2rel (2)

FR � −m · v2 · κ · sign(d2sz
ds2x

) (3)

COF � FF

FN
� (FGx − FD −m · a)

(FGz + FR − FL) (4)

In total, 239 runs were captured, of which 25 runs had to be
excluded, due to inaccurate position data (18), strong wind
fluctuations (5), or posture variations of the athlete (2). Of the

TABLE 2 | Weather description and average (mean ± σ) weather parameters during the captured runs of each test day (date).

Date Weather Tair

(°C)
RH
(%)

Wind
(m s-1)

SWR
(W m-2)

Track Athlete Runs
analysed/captured

2017-03-30 Sunny 3.3 ± 0.3 32 ± 3 −0.3 ± 0.6 832 ± 72 WFJ s2 15/15
2017-03-31 Sunny 2.0 ± 0.4 48 ± 1 −1.2 ± 0.6 829 ± 99 WFJ s7 9/11
2018-02-01 Strong snowfall −7.7 ± 1.0 98 ± 1 1.2 ± 2.1 214 ± 12 WFJ s2 5/5
2018-02-07 Partly sunny, fog −8.1 ± 2.6 83 ± 27 −0.2 ± 0.6 296 ± 125 WFJ s1 10/10
2018-02-08 Fog, slight snowfall −11.2 ± 0.6 97 ± 2 −0.6 ± 0.5 481 ± 98 WFJ s5 8/9
2018-02-13 Sunny −16.0 ± 0.8 55 ± 13 0.1 ± 0.7 600 ± 57 WFJ s2 10/11
2018-02-21 Partly sunny, slight snowfall −12.9 ± 0.4 77 ± 4 −0.3 ± 0.7 435 ± 117 WFJ s1, s5 6/6
2018-02-22 Cloudy to sunny −10.0 ± 0.4 77 ± 8 −1.5 ± 1.2 643 ± 257 WFJ s1, s5 12/13
2018-03-03 Cloudy to sunny −5.2 ± 0.4 68 ± 15 −1.3 ± 1.4 478 ± 186 WFJ s1, s7 23/24
2018-03-04 Sunny -4.7 ± 0.5 45 ± 6 -2.2 ± 1.1 681 ± 83 WFJ s4, s5 24/29
2018-03-28 Cloudy to sunny 7.5 ± 2.0 57 ± 8 0.5 ± 0.3 584 ± 210 BOL s4, s6 30/37
2018-04-06 Sunny 8.9 ± 3.9 25 ± 7 1.1 ± 0.5 697 ± 112 BOL s2, s7 23/29
2018-04-08 Sunny 9.8 ± 3.1 52 ± 22 1.6 ± 0.6 692 ± 155 BOL s1, s7 39/40

TABLE 3 | Snow conditions on each test day: Colloquially described, classified after Fierz et al. (2009), and quantified by the daily range (TLWC) or mean (±σ) of the measured
snow physical properties. HN24 (HN72) quantified the height of fallen new snow during the past 24 (72) hours.

Date Snow
description

Grain shape and
grain size (mm)

Days since last
snowfall (HN24, HN72)

TLWCmin

(°C)
TLWCmax

(°C; vol. %)
ρs

(kg m-3)
SSA

(mm-1)
PR
(N)

2017-03-30 Spring snow MFcl (MFpc), 1 8 (8, 8 cm) −0.5 6.0 451 ± 25 6 ± 0 82 ± 45
2017-03-30 Spring snow MFpc (MFcl), 1.5 9 (8, 8 cm) −1.5 5.1 474 ± 34 8 ± 0 146 ± 102
2018-02-01 New snow dry DF (PPsd) rimed,

0.25–2
5 (2, 2 cm) −7.5 −7.0 159 ± 41 82 ± 6 95 ± 29

2018-02-07 Winter snow warm RG, 0.25 3 (1, 18 cm) −7.2 −2.8 430 ± 36 11 ± 3 136 ± 30
2018-02-08 Winter snow mid/new

snow dry
RG (DF), 0.5–1 0 (1, 1 cm) −9.7 −8.2 292 ± 45 61 ± 14 104 ± 20

2018-02-13 Winter snow cold RG (FC), 0.25–0.5 0 (3, 19 cm) −17.8 −13.0 280 ± 27 37 ± 19 104 ± 17
2018-02-21 Winter snow mid FC (RG), 0.5 0 (4, 4 cm) −13.4 −8.3 332 ± 53 40 ± 9 67 ± 16
2018-02-22 Winter snow mid/cold FC (RG), 0.5 1 (0, 4 cm) −14.3 −6.9 429 ± 25 17 ± 3 113 ± 34
2018-03-03 Winter snow warm DF (RG), 0.5 0 (7, 10 cm) −6.6 −4.8 349 ± 27 44 ± 16 91± 28
2018-03-04 Winter snow mid/warm RG (FC), 0.25–0.5 0 (4, 14 cm) −10.2 −4.4 339 ± 25 31 ± 10 132 ± 47
2018-03-28 New snow dry/wet MF (DF), 0.5 0 (9, 12 cm) −0.4 10.2 451 ± 31 38 ± 9 104 ± 28
2018-04-06 Spring snow MFpc, 0.75–3 4 (1, 11 cm) −7.5 5.7 503 ± 19 5 ± 0 142 ± 118
2018-04-08 Spring snow MFpc, 1–4 6 (1, 11 cm) −2.3 11.9 412 ± 12 3 ± 0 136 ± 115
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remaining 214 runs, 99.5% of the time, the post processing
software managed to solve the ambiguities in the dGNSS
solution (dGNSS fixed solution) and for 0.5% the solution was
dGNSS float (when the ambiguity integers could not be fixed in
the dGNSS solution) (Gilgien et al., 2014).

Snow
The snow surface at the track’s top section was characterized
multiple times during a test day by its temperature (Tss), specific
surface area (SSA), density (ρs), volumetric liquid water content
(LWC) and its penetration resistance (PR). The SSA
characterizes aspects of the microstructure of a porous
material like snow and is defined as the total surface area of
the ice/air interface of a snow sample per ice volume (Fierz et al.,
2009). The SSA is high for small and filigree structures, and is
low for coarse and round ones. Tss was measured using a digital
resistance thermometer (HI 98501, HANNA Instruments
Switzerland AG, CH). The SSA was deduced from the snow’s
near infrared reflectivity, measured with an InfraSnow
prototype (Gergely et al., 2014). Density and LWC were
measured using a dielectric sensor (Denoth, 1994). On
occasions when the snow was dry, which was indicated by
snow temperatures below 0°C, the density was measured.
When snow melting started, the increase in the dielectric
number of the snow was measured to deduce the LWC
(Denoth, 1994). PR was measured using a Swiss Rammsonde
with an adapted penetration body (d � 15 mm; cone angle � 60°)
for groomed snow (Fierz et al., 2009; Wolfsperger et al., 2018).
PR was calculated from the energy of a weight (mdyn � 1 kg)
falling from 0.5 m (h) onto the penetration body, which then
penetrated the snow by the depth (sdyn) that was measured.
Applying the energy restitution law and including the static
weight of the ram penetrometer (mstat � 1.744 kg), PR was
calculated according to Equation 5.

PR � mdyn · g · h
sdyn

+mstat · g (5)

In order to reduce the dimensions of the snow parameter space
Tss and LWC were merged to TLWC. For negative snow
temperatures, TLWC equals the snow temperature. For
positive snow temperatures and zero, TLWC equals LWC.
Merging snow temperature and LWC appeared possible, as
they have a defined physical relationship: Liquid water in
snow can only be present for snow temperatures of 0°C, while
sub-zero snow temperatures physically stipulate a LWC of 0%.
The snow was visually classified into the main grain shape classes
(Fierz et al., 2009) and photographed (DigiMicroscope LCD,
reflecta GmbH, D) on a grid board (1 mm) with a
magnification of 20 (Supplementary Appendix Figures
S1–S6). Each snow measurement was conducted three to five
times to capture the measurements’ uncertainty (Table 3), which
mainly was a consequence of the inherent variability of the
gliding track’s snow surface, but also the result of random,
unknown sources of error. The values of the instantaneous
snow property measurements during the day were time
interpolated to match them to the COF measured at the exact
time of the run. For the time interpolation of the values, first and
second order polynomials were used for ρs and SSA, as well as
smoothing spline approximations for TLWC and PR. The root
mean square error (RMSE) of the fit was used to quantify the
uncertainty of the measured snow properties. Depending on the
snow conditions the uncertainties differed between test days.
Beyond the availability of suitable measurement methods, the
described snow physical quantities were selected as they allowed
to describe the different aspects of snow as a material with
sufficient completeness. Thus, it was possible to allocate snow of
any type and state to a unique point in the snow parameter
space. In snow science, the snow type is defined by its
microstructure and density, whereas the snow state is defined
by snow temperature, LWC and hardness (Fierz et al., 2009). For
the natural snowpack, correlations between those attributes
clearly exist (e.g., there is no natural snow layer of high SSA
and density), whereas at the surface of a ski slope those natural
correlations are partially cancelled due to grooming and skiing.
Although correlations still can occur even on slopes, there are no
strict dependencies over the whole range of two parameters. For
example, new snow generally has low density and hardness, but
high-density snow, e.g., wet spring snow, is not necessarily hard.
In that case, adding the LWC as parameter is sufficient to
explain the low hardness due melted and weakened grain bonds.

In addition to the measurable snow parameters, a categorical
approach was used to describe the snow conditions. The snow
was categorized as spring-, winter- and new snow, referring to
typical snow types (Table 3), with three sub-categories
referring either to Tss (cold < −13°C, mid � −7 – −13°C,
warm > −7°C) or to LWC (dry � 0%, wet � 3–8%, very wet
� 8–15%), which added information about the state of the snow
(Table 3). Whether the snow was categorized as spring snow or
winter snow was not related to the time of year, but to the shape
of the snow grains. Spring snow consists of so-called melt forms
(Supplementary Appendix Figure S6), caused by melt-freeze

FIGURE 3 | Free body diagram visualizing the forces acting on an athlete
during a test run. The curvature of the terrain is not visualized.
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cycles, which typically occur in spring with warm days and cold
nights.

Data Analysis
The COF curves of the runs with sufficiently valid data were
analyzed in four different ways: 1) To provide the range of the
COFs and an overall average observed over all runs; 2) To give
estimates of COFs for different categories of snow conditions to
relate them to the COF in the simplest way; 3) To investigate the
influence of speed on the COF; and 4) To understand how the
COF depended on the measured snow and/or weather
parameters.

Mean values (±σ) of the COF for single runs were calculated by
averaging the COF curve over speeds from 5 to 15 m s−1.
Depending on the slope of the test track and the snow
friction, the analyzed sections were approximately 50–230 m
long. Those parts of the COF-curve below 5 m s−1 and above
15 m s−1 were discarded from the analysis, since the COF-curves
of consecutive runs increasingly deviated from each other in those
sections. Directly after the start (ca. 4 m from the start),
deviations were attributed to body movements while getting
into the predefined skiing posture which distorted the velocity
vector, and to the process of ski alignment movements, when
moving off. At higher speeds, aerodynamic forces gain greatly in
importance compared to ski-snow friction, creating increasing
uncertainty in the measured COF. Overall COF means (±σ) were
calculated for the group of skiers and snowboarders from the
mean values of all single runs. An unpaired two-sided t-test was
conducted to compare the overall COF averages of the two
groups.

Estimates of COFs for different categories of snow conditions
were calculated by averaging the COF curves over two to six
consecutive runs for which the snow conditions were constant.
The averaging of COF curves was conducted instantaneously at
similar locations along the average trajectory from start to when
the analysis was omitted, according to the method described in
Gilgien et al. (2016).

The snow categories were also used to group runs from the
different test days for the speed dependency analysis. The average
COF-speed curves were plotted and compared qualitatively and
quantitatively at four points along the track: at the end of the
starting section (after 4 m of gliding; COFstart); at the COF
minima (COFmin); and at speeds of 10 and 15 m s−1 (COF10,
COF15), where these were reached. The speed dependency was
quantified by the COF difference between two points, divided by
the corresponding speed difference.

To determine whether COF depended on the snow properties,
the COF mean values were first fitted (least squares) using single
parameter regression for each of the different snow parameters.
Since the predictive power of these single parameter models
turned out to be weak, backwards stepwise multiple regression
(least squares) models were applied to parametrize the COF to all
snow property measures (explanatory variables). In addition, an
alternative 4-paramater model was calculated using Tair, Tss, RH
and the grain shape class, which are quantities commonly
assessed by ski technicians and require less measurement

equipment, time and know-how. Starting from a model
containing an intercept, linear terms, interactions, and squared
terms for each predictor, terms were removed stepwise if the sum
of the squared errors was significantly changed by the removal
(F-Test with p < 0.05).

Uncertainties in the COF
To estimate the uncertainty in the COF, two approaches were used.
1) The measured variability of the COFs was analyzed. First, the
COF fluctuation throughout the analyzed section of a single run
was quantified by the coefficient of variance (σCOF/COFmean · 100).
Second, the reproducibility of several consecutive runs, for which
the snow conditions were constant, was analyzed. An average
COF-speed curve with error bands of ±1σ was calculated for five
consecutive runs on two test days where the highest (February 13)
and the lowest (March 4) reproducibility among all test days was
achieved. Reproducibility was indicated by the mean width of the
error bands throughout the analyzed section (5–15m s−1). 2) The
Gaussian equation for the propagation of normally distributed
errors was applied, as the COF values were calculated from several
measured quantities, which had uncertainties likely to propagate to
the result. This approach helped to understand how strongly the
different terms of Equation 4 contributed to the COF uncertainty.
In the first step, the uncertainties of the components of the
gravitational (ΔFGx, ΔFGz), aerodynamic (ΔFD, ΔFL) and inertial
forces [Δ(m·a),ΔFFrad] were calculated (Eq. 6) assuming a constant
speed of 10m s−1 and average values for xi in the force functions
(m� 80 kg; a � 1.69 m s−2; α � 16°; κ−1 � 100 m; cDA � 0.529; cLA �
0.224; ρair � 1 kgm−3; vwind� 1 m s−1; Tair � 0°C). The uncertainties
Δxi of the input quantities xi were given by the measurement
system, estimated, or calculated if they were deduced from
other quantities, e.g., the air density (Table 4). For velocity
and acceleration, the uncertainties were determined by the
RMSE (Table 4) between the raw signal (position data
smoothing only) and the fully smoothed signal used for
force calculations.

ΔF(x1, . . . , xn) �

�������������∑i�n
i�1

(zF

zxi
· Δxi)2

√√
(6)

The sums of the corresponding force components’
uncertainties gave the total uncertainty of the friction force
(ΔFF) and normal force (ΔFN) (Eqs 7, 8). The relative
uncertainty of the COF was then derived from the sum of the
relative uncertainties of FF and FN (Eq. 9).

ΔFF � ΔFGx + ΔFD + Δ(m · a) (7)

ΔFN � ΔFGz + ΔFL + ΔFR (8)

ΔCOF
COF

� ΔFF

FF
+ ΔFN

FN
(9)

With regard to themultivariate COFmodels, the uncertainties of the
COF and snow property measurements, as well as the uncertainty of
the multivariate regression model itself, were considered. The
propagated uncertainties from the snow measurements to the
modeled COF were calculated using Equation 8, but using the
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regression functions 10 and 11 (see results) instead of the force
functions. The uncertainties of the models were expressed in the
RMSE of the regression. Finally, all uncertainties were added to yield
the total uncertainty of the modeled COF.

RESULTS

Snow Friction
For skiers (snowboarders), average COFs over a single run
ranged from 0.023 ± 0.006 (0.026 ± 0.008) to 0.139 ± 0.018
(0.143 ± 0.017) (Figures 6, 7). The average COF over all runs
and conditions was about 0.054 ± 0.018 (n � 114 runs) for the
skiers, and 0.060 ± 0.020 (n � 100 runs) for the
snowboarders. The higher overall snow friction for
snowboarders compared to the skiers, although
statistically significant (p � 0.008), was rather small (ca.
12%) compared to the huge changes in friction caused by
different snow conditions (up to 430%).

On dry, hard frozen spring snow, skiers (snowboarders)
were clearly fastest, with low COFs ranging between 0.026 ±
0.004 (0.031 ± 0.004) and 0.037 ± 0.001 (0.034 ± 0.001)
(Table 5). With increased snow melting, gliding became
slower, reaching the highest COFs of 0.082 ± 0.006 (0.072 ±
0.004) on very wet spring snow (Figure 4; Table 5). On
winter snow, the data showed optimal gliding (minimal COF)
at mid to warm snow temperatures with COFs of 0.042 ± 0.001 for
skiers and 0.049 ± 0.003 for snowboarders. On cold winter snow,
which was only measured for skiers, the COF increased up to
0.059 ± 0.001. Not surprisingly, we observed the “slowest”
conditions (highest COF) on new snow. For skiers, on new
snow (freshly groomed) the lowest COF was 0.060 ± 0.008 at
close to zero snow temperatures. During the same day, COF values
drastically increased up to 0.138 ± 0.015, due to intensive melting,
which illustrates the well-known stickiness of very wet new snow
(Figure 4). During heavy snowfalls, COFs of 0.079 ± 0.007 were
found for skiers. Unfortunately, no snowboard runs were
conducted during days with heavy snow fall. For snowboarders,
only a slight snowfall event was captured, revealing a COF of
0.059 ± 0.001 (Table 5).

The above overview provides an insight into how snow friction
changes with different snow categories, which group similar types
and states of snow. The results showed that variations in both
categorical dimensions affected the COF. The strongest effect
occurred when the state of spring snow changed from dry to very
wet, which tripled snow friction within a test day (Figure 4).
However, using a categorical approach to link snow conditions to
COF values has limitations, as the snow is not described in its full
complexity. This might explain why a distinct scatter of the COFs
was revealed within the same snow categories (Table 5).
Therefore, further snow, weather, or process parameters and
their interactions were included in the analysis to determine
whether a more precise prediction of the friction of skis and
snowboards on snow can be achieved.

Speed Dependency of Snow Friction
The friction data presented in Figure 4 and Table 5 show average
values over one run or a couple of similar runs. However,
throughout a single run, snow friction was never entirely
constant. Moreover, speed is known to be an important process
parameter of tribological systems. Speed can increase or decrease
friction and abrasion, depending on the prevalent friction regime.
Due to the self-lubricating nature of snow friction, the influence of
gliding speed on snow friction is particularly important.

The COF–speed curves showed a typical pattern for all runs
(Figures 5A–F), starting with a strong COF decrease over the first
meters of gliding, quantified by the strong reduction from COFstart at
4m toCOFmin (Table 5) (note that “start” refers to 4mafter the athlete
moved off). With increasing speed, the COF stabilized at a fairly
constant level (except on wet snow) until the speed reached about
15m s−1. These parts of the curves were specifically shaped, reflecting
the different snow conditions during the tests. Both the starting section
(COFstart to COFmin) and the mid-section revealed clear COF speed
dependencies for both skis and snowboards. At lower speeds, from
right after the start until reaching the COF minimum (occurring
between 3.3 and 7.9m s−1), a strong, negative speed dependency of the
COF was found for all snow conditions (−0.012 ± 0.004 per m s−1)
(Table 5). At higher speeds (7.9–15m s−1), a clear positive speed
dependency was found on wet to very wet spring snow (0.001–0.004
per m s−1) and on groomed new snow (0.003–0.007 per m s−1). At

TABLE 4 | Values and explanations of the assumed uncertainties of the measured and deduced input quantities.

Measured input
quantitiy

Uncertainty Deduced input quantitiy Uncertainty

Value Comment Value Comment

Postion ±0.02 m dGNSS accuracy Radius (κ-1) ±0.04 m Propagated from velocity and position uncertainty
Velocity ±0.08 m s-1 RMSE smoothed vs. raw signal
Acceleration ±0.09 m s-2

Slope ±0.22° Propagated from velocity uncertainty
Mass ±1 kg Assumption
Drag area ±0.027 m2 Assumed as 5% of drag/lift area
Lift area ±0.011 m2

Wind velocity ±0.2 m s-1 RMSE smoothed vs. raw signal Relative air velocity 0.28 m s-1 Sum of wind and athlete velocity uncertainty
Atmospheric
pressure

±105 hPa Probable diurnal variation Air density 0.05 kg m-3 Propagated from variation of Tair and patm

Air temperature ±5°C
Relative humidity ±0% Neglectable
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speeds beyond approximately 15m s−1 the interpretation of the
COF–speed curves became more difficult due to increasing noise
caused by higher aerodynamic forces, which also led to enhanced
posture variability in the athletes.

On winter snow, skiers’ COF minimum was reached
relatively late, at an average speed of 11.5 m s−1 on cold snow
and 9.8 m s−1 on mid-temperature to warm snow (Figures 5A,
B; Table 5). The decrease in skiers’ COF throughout those first
meters of gliding was hence stronger on warm winter snow
(−0.009 – −0.012 per m s−1) than on cold winter snow (−0.006 –
−0.008 per m s−1). After that, skiers’ COF stayed approximately
constant on cold winter snow, while speed increased further
(Figure 5D). In contrast, on warm winter snow, a slight
increase in friction was measured as shown in Table 5
(0.001–0.002 per m s−1). For snowboarders the COF minimum
on mid-temperature to warm winter snow was reached earlier
(7.4 m s−1) than for skiers, but was then followed by the same slight
increase in friction with increasing speed (0.001–0.002 per m s−1).

On dry spring snow, snowboarders’ and skiers’ COFs showed
a strong decrease over the starting section (−0.011 – −0.019 per
m s−1) reaching very low COF minima, followed by a distinct
COF increase until speed reached 10–12 m s−1 (Figure 5A). For
most runs, a stagnation or even a decrease in the COF was
observed, while accelerating to 15 m s−1. With increasing snow
wetness, not surprisingly, the COF minimum was higher and was
reached at lower speeds (ca. 6.5 m s−1), the speed–COF
relationship was more variable during the first meters
(0.009–0.026 per m s−1), and the COF rise after passing the
minimum was enhanced (0.001–0.004 per m s−1) (Figure 5B).

For dry, groomed new snow, the COF–speed curves were
shaped similarly to those for moist to wet spring snow. The COF
decreased strongly after the start (−0.013 – −0.0018 per m s−1

on average), reached its minimum values quickly at low speeds
(ca. 7 m s−1), and was followed by a steep COF increase (0.004–0.005
per m s−1) until reaching maximum speeds of around 14m s−1

(Figure 5E). When new snow became wet, the curves were

TABLE 5 | Friction coefficients averaged over 2 to 6 consecutive runs with constant snow conditions, categorized into spring, winter and new snow with different snow
temperature or snowwetness sub-categories. The overall COFs (mean ± σ) were averaged from 5 to 15 m s−1. Instantaneous COF values at the start (after 4 m of gliding;
COFstart), when reaching the minimum COF (COFmin), at 10 m s−1 (COF10), 15 m s−1 (COF15) and at maximum speed (COFvmax), provide information on the COF speed
dependency.

Sport Snow description COFoverall COFstart COFmin COF10 COF15 COFvmax vcofmin vmax n TLWC (°C; vol.%) Date

SKI

spring snow dry 0.026 ± 0.004 0.064 0.016 0.025 0.023 0.072 8.0 18.4 4 -2...0°C 18-04-08
0.028 ± 0.004 0.070 0.019 0.027 0.025 0.048 7.5 17.2 6 -2...0°C 18-04-06
0.037 ± 0.001 0.105 0.036 0.037 0.038 0.035 8.1 22.9 2 -1...0°C 17-03-30

wet 0.043 ± 0.003 0.093 0.038 0.042 0.048 0.051 7.6 22.0 4 5...6% 17-03-30
0.044 ± 0.005 0.070 0.032 0.045 0.043 0.076 7.4 16.6 3 5...8% 18-04-08
0.054 ± 0.006 0.068 0.036 0.053 0.058 0.073 6.5 15.9 3 5...7% 18-04-06

very wet 0.082 ± 0.006 0.103 0.069 0.082 0.098 0.098 6.4 14.0 4 9...12% 18-04-08

winter snow warm 0.048 ± 0.002 0.114 0.046 0.046 0.051 0.069 11.1 21.4 5 -3...-6°C 18-02-07
0.059 ± 0.003 0.088 0.053 0.059 0.067 0.072 6.2 18.0 5 -5...-4°C 18-03-04
0.059 ± 0.003 0.114 0.054 0.054 0.065 0.084 9.8 19.7 3 -6...-4°C 18-03-03

mid 0.042 ± 0.001 0.100 0.040 0.040 0.044 0.063 10.5 20.7 2 -7...-8°C 18-02-22
0.045 ± 0.001 0.108 0.044 0.045 0.047 0.064 11.4 21.3 3 -8...-10°C 18-02-21

cold 0.052 ± 0.001 0.113 0.050 0.051 0.052 0.072 11.0 21.6 3 -14°C 18-02-22
0.059 ± 0.001 0.114 0.057 0.059 0.060 0.073 11.9 20.2 5 -15...-18°C 18-02-13

new snow dry 0.060 ± 0.008 0.089 0.039 0.056 0.071 0.071 6.9 13.7 5 -1...0°C 18-03-28
dry (snowfall) 0.079 ± 0.007 0.108 0.071 0.075 0.096 0.118 7.1 19.1 3 -7°C 18-02-01

wet 0.087 ± 0.010 0.088 0.066 0.078 0.104 0.104 7.7 11.8 3 3...4% 18-03-28
very wet 0.138 ± 0.015 0.115 0.102 0.133 0.133 0.133 5.1 8.354 1 8...9% 18-03-28

SNB

spring snow dry 0.031 ± 0.004 0.071 0.019 0.027 0.033 0.065 8.1 18.1 3 -2...0°C 18-04-08
0.033 ± 0.002 0.093 0.029 0.030 0.037 0.097 9.0 20.0 2 -2...0°C 17-01-31
0.034 ± 0.001 0.137 0.030 0.031 0.036 0.074 9.5 16.4 2 -2...0°C 18-04-06

wet 0.049 ± 0.003 0.069 0.039 0.051 0.052 0.074 7.1 16.8 3 7...8% 18-04-08
0.061 ± 0.007 0.171 0.043 0.058 0.061 0.078 7.4 15.8 3 5...6% 18-04-06
0.061 ± 0.009 0.120 0.046 0.054 0.075 0.087 7.8 18.8 3 4...6% 17-03-31

very wet 0.072 ± 0.004 0.090 0.061 0.075 0.073 0.076 6.5 15.1 5 9...10% 18-04-08

winter snow warm 0.049 ± 0.003 0.100 0.043 0.047 0.055 0.065 7.3 21.4 4 -4...-5°C 18-03-04
0.052 ± 0.002 0.109 0.048 0.050 0.055 0.066 8.0 20.8 5 -6...-4°C 18-03-03

mid 0.051 ± 0.002 0.104 0.048 0.050 0.054 0.067 7.4 21.9 3 -8°C 18-02-22
0.058 ± 0.005 0.103 0.052 0.055 0.067 0.076 6.9 22.3 2 -11...-12°C 18-02-21

new snow dry (snowfall) 0.059 ± 0.001 0.121 0.057 0.060 0.058 0.063 8.2 21.8 2 -10...-8°C 18-02-08
dry 0.073 ± 0.010 0.105 0.045 0.066 0.087 0.087 6.9 13.9 5 -1...0°C 18-03-28
wet 0.097 ± 0.014 0.095 0.061 0.100 0.120 0.120 6.4 11.8 4 3...4% 18-03-28

0.110 ± 0.011 0.101 0.076 0.104 0.109 0.109 6.1 11.4 3 5...8% 18-03-28
very wet 0.136 ± 0.014 0.106 0.098 0.140 0.140 0.140 4.5 8.7 2 9...10% 18-03-28
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shifted to higher COF values and squeezed horizontally. The COF
decline over the first meters of gliding became smaller (−0.005 –
−0.012 per m s−1) and minimal friction values (ca. 0.01) were
reached at about 5 m s−1 (Figure 5F). The following increase in
friction was the strongest of all the tested snow conditions
(0.006–0.011 per m s−1), limiting athletes’ maximum speed to
about 12 m s−1 on wet and 8.5 m s−1 on very wet new snow. In
contrast, during snowfalls, we found a more constant COF–speed
curve without a pronounced increase after the COF minimum
(0–0.003 per m s−1), comparable to winter snow.

Parametrizations of Snow Friction with
Snow Physical Properties
Beyond the snow-specific quantification of snow friction related
to a system of ten snow categories, we used measurable and
continuous scaled physical quantities to describe the snow more
objectively and accurately. This approach aimed to gain a better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms behind snow
friction and to create a better method of predicting snow
friction. This included the idea that any type of snow can be
adequately described using five quantities: temperature, LWC,
density, SSA, and penetration resistance. Moreover, linking snow
friction to physical snow properties allows the application of
snowpack models (Lehning et al., 2006; Hanzer et al., 2020) to
forecast snow friction, as a function of weather scenarios and
topographies for any ski slope or slopestyle course, worldwide.

Although the COF could not be accurately determined from a
single snow property alone (R2 � 0.04–0.29), single parameter
models mostly revealed plausible dependencies and predicted
realistic COF ranges (ca. 0.02–0.10 as means of entire runs). High

COFs were predicted for high LWC values, while low COFs were
especially predicted on hard snow as quantified by a high penetration
resistance (Figures 6, 7). For skiers in particular, the influence of the
snow’s SSA and density on the COF corresponded to what
practitioners would expect: snow with a high SSA makes gliding
slower, e.g., a thin layer of new snow crystals on the track. In contrast, a
high-density track, such as a very compacted winter snow slope,
usually facilitates fast gliding. For the snowboarders, single parameter
models showed a lower degree of determination (R2 � 0.04–0.16) and
PR appeared to be the only useful parameter for predicting the COF,
although its predictive power was still rather low. In summary, it was
found that single parameter models could not sufficiently determine
snow friction, since considerable interactions between the snow
parameters were assumed. For example, high snow density can be
a result of intense melting, which leads to soft snow with a high LWC
causing high snow friction, as reported in chapter 3.1. However, high
snow densities at subzero snow temperatures can involve hard snow
with no liquidwater content, which causes low snow friction, an aspect
that is widely known and shown above. Therefore, the predictive
powers of models including multiple snow parameters and their
interactions were assessed.

Multivariate models for the COF had distinctively higher
explanatory power than the single parameter models (R2adj_SKI �
0.74; R2adj_SNB � 0.77, Supplementary Appendix Figures S7, S8), and
RMSEs were reduced from about 0.016 to 0.009 for skiers and from
0.019 to 0.010 for snowboarders. For the skiers’ COF model, snow
density was excluded a priori from the multivariate analysis, because
density correlated considerably with SSA (rpearson � −0.79,
Supplementary Appendix Figures S9, S10), whereas density was
the weaker predictor of the two in the univariatemodels (R2� 0.16 vs.
0.29; Figure 6). The backward stepwise multivariate regression
models produced, for skiers and snowboarders, linear terms for
the PR, SSA and TLWC, a quadratic term for TLWC, and a
mixed term for SSA and TLWC. In addition, the snowboarders’
model included a weak quadratic PR-term and a mixed term for PR
and SSA. In contrast, the skiers’model additionally included a mixed
term for PR and TLWC (Eqs 10, 11). Themost significant predictors
were the SSA and TLWC and their interactions (p< 0.001). Although
PR was not removed from the models by the backward iteration, its
terms and interactions with TLWC (skiers) and SSA (snowboarders)
were of lower significance (pPR_SKI � 0.041; pPR:TLWC_SKI � 0.013;
pPR_SNB � 0.030; pPR:SSA_SNB � 0.071, Supplementary Appendix
Table S1).

COFSKI � (295.441 − 0.142 · PR + 11.825 · SSA + 16.302

· TLWC + 2.215 · TLWC2 − 0.088 · PR · TLWC

+ 0.921 · SSA · TLWC) · 10−4
(10)

COFSNB � (483.430 − 1.155 · PR + 0.001 · PR2 + 6.858 · SSA
+ 0.802 · TLWC + 1.973 · TLWC2 − 0.032 · PR · SSA
+ 1.175 · SSA · TLWC) · 10−4

(11)

The multivariate models were visualized by plotting the COF
over SSA and TLWC, as they were the strongest and most

FIGURE 4 | COFs (mean ± σ) of consecutive snowboard runs
throughout a test day (ca. 9:00–15:00) on spring snow (18/04/08), and on
groomed new snow (18/03/28) with increasing LWC from 0% to ca. 10%. The
consecutive numbering of the runs also includes runs performed by
skiers which are not plotted.
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FIGURE 5 |Mean COF–speed curves with error bands (±σ) and vertical lines to mark COFstart and COFmin for six snow categories: (A) skis on frozen spring snow
(n � 4). (B) Skis on very wet spring snow (n � 4). (C) Skis on winter snow (n � 3). (D) Skis on cold winter snow (n � 5). (E) Snowboard on dry new snow (n � 5).
(F) Snowboard on very wet new snow (n � 2).
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significant predictors. SSA and TLWC can be understood as
measures of the snow type and its thermal state, which supports
the value of the snow categories introduced above (Table 4). For
both groups, three plots are shown, for low, mid and high PRs,
which correspond to the 5-, 50-, and 95-percentiles of all PR
measurements. All plots revealed similar patterns, with a COF
peak for high LWC and SSA values and an area of minimal COF
for low SSA and TLWC around zero. Interestingly, the models
predicted low friction even for snow containing small amounts of
liquid water. In the upper half of the plot, contour lines run from
top left to the right showing how SSA and TLWC interacted: the
higher the SSA, the more friction was affected by changes of
temperature or LWC. For example, for a skier on coarse-grained
spring snow with a low SSA (ca. 5 mm−1), friction remained
constant at a low level (0.03–0.04) over a wide span of TLWC
(−8°C to 2%). In contrast, for snow with a high SSA (around
60 mm−1), e.g., fragmented new snow particles compressed on an
in-run after a few ski/snowboard runs, the same TLWC range
corresponded to a much stronger COF increase (0.07–0.11)
starting at a higher COF level. Following the vertical transects
in the COF plots could help practitioners to predict changes in
snow friction throughout a day, depending on the prevailing
snow microstructure (SSA) and the expected diurnal warming
and melting.

Snow hardness affected themodelled COF only if the PR shifted
from mid to very high values (Figures 8B vs 8C,8E vs 8F). The
diagonal pattern in the upper half of the plots changed slightly to a
more vertical pattern, indicating that TLWC influenced friction
less on hard, warm to wet snow, while SSA gained importance.
Moreover, the region of minimal friction was shifted upwards, to
warmer or wetter snow conditions. In contrast, for lower
temperatures at high PRs, the skiers’ COF model revealed
TLWC as the dominating variable, visualized by a more
horizontal pattern in the lower half of the plot (Figures
8C,F). The coexistence of wet and hard snow (high LWC
and PR) is usually a contradictory parameter combination, as
snow distinctively softens beyond a certain liquid water
content (Fierz et al., 2009). Nevertheless, good examples of
good gliding conditions with low COF, even when melting
occurs, are water-injected alpine ski racing slopes. Similar to
wetness, hard snow with high SSA does not occur naturally,
but can be produced artificially, to a certain extent. Machine-
made snow can link SSA values up to 25 mm−1 with a high PR
(Wolfsperger et al., 2014).

The comparison of the presented multivariate COF models
with multivariate models using a common set of explanatory
variables (Tair, Tss, RH and grain shape class) as used by ski
technicians indicated that the latter has distinctively lower
explanatory power (R2

adj_SKI � 0.34; R2
adj_SNB � 0.37). This

confirmed the benefit of using measurable physical quantities
of snow to predict ski-snow friction.

Uncertainties of the COF
Throughout the averaged section of a single run, the COF curves
fluctuated by about ±12% on average, and in 95% of all runs were
between ±3.9 and ±23.5%. COF variations over a single run could
partly be explained by the observed speed dependency (Figures

5A–F), typically showing a COF decrease at low speeds after
starting off, followed by an increase at higher speeds. Comparing
several consecutive runs under constant snow conditions revealed
a varying reproducibility ranging from ±0.001 (±2.4%;
Figure 9A) to ±0.006 (±10.4%; Figure 9B). The
reproducibility clearly increased with decreasing wind and
was higher on winter snow and on dry spring snow
(Tables 2, 5).

The calculated COF uncertainty, obtained from the input
variables, turned out higher as the variability of the COFs of
consecutive runs shown in Figure 9. The relative uncertainty of
the COF obtained from the input variables was ±30.2%, which
corresponds to an absolute uncertainty of about ±0.018 for a COF
of 0.06. The main contribution came from the uncertainty of the
friction force (±28.8%). This was primarily caused by a high
uncertainty in the inertial force Δ(m·a) (±15%), and was followed
by the uncertainties of FGx (±8.1%) and drag (±5.7%). Δ(m·a)
dominated up to velocities of about 18 m s−1. At higher speeds,
uncertainties of drag had the strongest contribution. COF
uncertainty introduced by the normal force was small (±1.4%),
and was dominated by gravitational force uncertainty (±1.2%).
Nevertheless, radial forces and their uncertainties would become
more relevant in transitions, if the terrain is curved (ΔFR � ±0.8%
with r � 16 m).

With regard to the multivariate COF models, total
uncertainties of the snow-dependent COF models were 0.014,
for both ski and snowboard. The contribution of the snow
measurements’ uncertainties were 0.005 and 0.004 for ski and
snowboard, respectively. The uncertainties of the snow
measurements were on average ±0.8% for LWC, ±0.3°C for
Tss, ±6.6 mm−1 for SSA, ±21.1 N for PR and ±31.3 kg m−3 for
the snow density.

DISCUSSION

The presented data quantified how strongly snow properties
influence the friction of skis and snowboards. Snow friction
was measured over a wide range of snow conditions in a
consistent and comparable manner, using the same method
and equipment with the same athletes over two winter
seasons. For the first time, the effects of changing snow
conditions on friction could be related to a set of measurable
physical properties of snow and their interactions. In addition,
this study showed how speed influences snow friction depending
on the prevailing snow conditions. GNSS-based ski–snow friction
measurements were shown to be sufficiently precise to
differentiate the COFs of various snow conditions. The
method’s reproducibility as well as the uncertainties of the
input variables and their contribution to the final result (COF)
were analyzed in detail and are discussed below.

Comparison of the Results with the
Literature
The first friction experiments with real skis were conducted by
Bowden and Hughes (1939) revealing COFs from 0.04 to 0.08 by
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pulling loaded skis (v � 0.1 m s−1) over fine grained snow, which was
at 0°C with some melting towards the end of the experiments.
Decades later on-field measurements of the COF during real skiing
revealed values between about 0.009 and 0.1 (Habel, 1968; Kuroiwa,
1977; Leino and Spring, 1984; Kaps et al., 1996) confirming the order
of magnitude of the values found in this study. However, the
minimal and maximal COFs obtained in the current study were
distinctly higher than those found in former studies. The fact that
wind and skiers’ drag areas were notmeasured in the cited studies, as
well as the unknown reproducibility due to the low number of
identical experiments, raises doubts about the use of those results as
reference values. In general, comparisons between studies are
difficult due to unknown differences in ski equipment, waxing
and snow properties. A more recent study by Budde and Himes
(2017) presented a large COF data set for XC skis (at 5 m s−1) with
different grindings and wax configurations, using a test sled. COFs
ranged from 0.005 on spring snow (Tair > 0°C) to 0.035 on new snow
(Tair � −25°C). Their results confirmed the findings of Kaps et al.
(1996), with the lowest COFs being less than 0.01, but did not show
the upper boundary of possible COFs onwet and very wet snow. The
average COF of 0.013 for the fastest snow conditions (with factory-
ground base) corresponded well to the instantaneous minimum of
0.016 found in the current study (Table 5), especially considering
that XC skis are assumed to have a slightly better gliding

performance compared to freestyle skis. Regrettably, the snow
characterization was limited to an oversimplified categorical
classification of new, old, and transformed snow. The applied
photogrammetry in the earlier studies as well as the use of more
recently introduced ski sleds (Swarén et al., 2014) showed that
immense effort is needed to conduct accurate on-field
measurements revealing true absolute COF values. In contrast,
among ski racing teams it is common praxis to quantify snow
friction by conducting gliding tests with exact time measurements
over defined sections. This rather simplistic approach is intended to
find significant differences in gliding performance between different
types of skis, if conditions are stable and testers have excellent ability
to reproduce postures. However, in addition to othermethodological
concerns (Colbeck, 1994), a uniform quantification of snow friction
using a friction coefficient is lacking with this approach.

To overcome those problems, Nachbauer et al. (2016) introduced
a real-scale laboratory tribometer that is considered the state-of-the-
art COF measurement, providing high accuracy, adequate precision
(Hasler et al., 2016), and high validity for a laboratory setup, as real
skis or snowboards can be tested. COFs ranging from about 0.025 to
0.075 have been reported for alpine skis on machine-made snow
(Schindelwig et al., 2014; Rohm et al., 2017). On cold snow (−11°C)
Nachbauer et al. (2016) reported a constant COF over speed
(5–15m s−1) of 0.06, whereas on warm snow (−3°C) a COF

FIGURE 6 |Mean (±σ) friction coefficients of all analyzed (n � 114) ski runs plotted versus the corresponding approximated snow properties (±RMSE) at the time of
each run. Fitted curves represent single snow parameter models specified in the methods.
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increase from about 0.03 to 0.055 was found. In this study, on cold
winter snow (−14°C) a constant COF was found that was slightly
lower (0.052, Table 5). On warm winter snow, COFs also increased
with speed up to 0.067 (15 m s−1), but were higher at lower speeds
(0.046–0.053). For boardercross snowboards, COFs were reported
from 0.035 to 0.045 at speeds from 5 to 8m s−1 (Tss � −6°C) (Hasler
et al., 2014), which corresponded well with our observed
instantaneous COFs at 8m s−1 on warm winter snow
(−4. . .−6°C) of about 0.045 for a freestyle snowboard (Table 5).

In summary, the presented COFs correspond well with values
from the literature. Comparability of the studies was mainly
available for dry snow conditions with COFs below about 0.06.
This suggests high internal validity of the applied dGNSS-based
method and supports there being sufficient external validity for the
full range of COFs from about 0.02 to 0.14 for slopestyle and big
air in-runs. However, an intrinsic challenge of snow friction
measurements, whether in the lab or in the field, is the fact that
friction forces are small, while noise increases with higher speeds
and due to the inherent fragility of snow.

Interpretation and Limitations of the Results
The COF found for snowboards was slightly higher than for skis,
on average and for most snow categories except on warm winter

snow and on very wet spring snow. It could be assumed that the
lower pressure underneath the snowboard (ca. −20%) caused
higher COFs as the Hersey Number increased. However, on cold
snow, assuming insufficient melt-water lubrication, this effect
should reduce the friction of a snowboard compared to skis,
which was not observed. Moreover, on very wet snow, the lower
pressure underneath a snowboard would be expected to result in
higher (hydrodynamic) friction than skis. On the other hand,
lower pressure would reduce the sinkage of a snowboard into soft
snow and therefore friction would be reduced due to less plowing
and compaction. Therefore, an explanation for the observed
differences in ski and snowboard friction cannot be established.

The introduced snow categories provide simple guidance to what
COF values can be expected, depending on prevailing snow
conditions. It was found that the fastest gliding (low COF < 0.03)
occurred on hard spring snow, followed by warm to mid-
temperature winter snow. COFs up to 0.06 occurred on cold
winter snow, comparable with COFs on new snow (groomed) at
warmer snow temperatures. On dry snow, the highest COFs of up to
0.08 occurred during snowfalls. Higher COFs only occurred when
the snow became wet or very wet. For spring snow, COFs up to 0.09
were found, while for groomed new snow values of up to 0.14 were
reached. It can be assumed that these are upper boundary values,

FIGURE 7 |Mean (±σ) friction coefficients of all analyzed (n � 100) snowboard runs plotted versus the corresponding approximated snow properties (±RMSE) at the
time of each run. Fitted curves represent single snow parameter models specified in the methods.
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FIGURE 8 | COF contour maps of skiers (A–C) and snowboarders (D–F) visualizing multivariate models of the COF–snow property relationship for low (A,D), mid
(B,E), and high (C,F) PRs. The measured COF values are visualized by small black dots revolved by larger filled circles (� 1 run). If the measurement (filled circle) has the
same value (color) as the model (background), only the small black dot is visible.

FIGURE 9 | (A) Five consecutive runs of skier S1 on February 13, on cold winter snow with calm air (vwind � 0.1 ± 0.7 m s−1, COF � 0.059 ± 0.001). (B) Five
consecutive runs of skier S4 on March 4, on warm winter snow with a light breeze (vwind � 2.2 ± 1.1 m s−1, COF � 0.054 ± 0.006).
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which are unlikely to be exceeded because much higher LWC values
do not occur at the snow surface due to percolation, and because the
unfavorable microstructure of new snow for fast gliding transforms
quickly when liquid water is present (Armstrong and Brun, 2008).

To find the full range of ski and snowboard friction, tests were
conducted on various snow conditions. However, no tests were done
on very cold snow between −20 and −30°C. Therefore, the known
increase of snow friction on very cold snow was not well represented
in the data, especially for snowboards, where the coldest snow was
around −13°C (Figure 7; Table 5). Moreover, no tests were done on
machine-made snow due to numerous snowfalls during the winter of
2017/2018, but measurements were made on frequently groomed and
well-sintered winter snow, which had comparable properties
(Table 3). To overcome the need to measure snow friction in all
possible snow conditions, the gaps between discrete snow categories
were filled by interpolating snow friction over a continuous snow
parameter space. This was achieved using the presented multivariate
COF parametrizations, based on a sufficient number of tests on
contrasting snow conditions. The area of COF data interpolation
in the TLWC - SSA plane is shown by the dotted black line in
Figure 8. Outside from that area, and for very high and low PRs, COF
values were extrapolated, which limited their validity. Limitations due
to a narrow data set, meaning a small range of tested snow conditions,
were also apparent for the single parameter COF models for
snowboards (Figure 7).

To explain the huge changes of friction from the lowest COFs on
frozen spring snow to the highest values on very wet new snow, three
mechanisms of particular importance are assumed. 1) The
dominating mode and extent of snow deformation under load,
which is determined by the mechanical properties of the snow
matrix and the ice. 2) The formation of solid-to-solid contacts (ice-
ski base), their mechanical interaction (including abrasion) and the
resulting real contact area, which manifests on the micro scale. 3)
The amount and distribution of water at the ski-snow interface,
which can occur due to frictional heating acting as self-lubrication, or
maymove from the snow pores to the interface if the LWC reaches a
certain extent. Clearly, there are other mechanisms involved in snow
friction, like electrostatic effects, dirt absorption and contributions
from plowing and compaction. The latter can be neglected on frozen
spring snow but not when the snow is soft, e.g., due to strong
melting. According to Glenne (1987) a 2mm ski sinkage (at
10 m s−1), assuming a density of 400 kgm−3, results in a resistive
force of about 16 N, which would account for about 21% of the total
measured ski-snow friction on very wet spring snow (COF � 0.082;
Table 5). By including the found relationships between COF and
snow properties, some explanations can be attempted. Lowest
friction (>0.026) was measured on dry, well sintered, and
therefore hard spring snow at close to zero temperatures. Besides
brittle failure of the top layer grains, plastic and delayed elastic snow
deformation and the resulting real contact area were assumed to be
small (Theile et al., 2009). In addition, close to zero ice temperatures
facilitatedmelt water lubrication, minimizing solid-to-solid contacts.
In contrast, the increase of friction on dry winter snow (>0.042) and
new snow (>0.060) was assumed to be connected to larger snow
deformation forming a larger real contact area.Meltwater generation
must be assumed as well, even for the coldest snow temperatures
down to −18°C, as higher COFs would be expected for solely dry

friction (Colbeck, 1992). Clearly, the formed solid-to-solid real contact
area strongly interacts with water as lubricant, which influences
frictional processes. The large COF differences measured on very
wet spring andnew snow (0.082 vs. 0.134)with similar LWCs, support
the assumption that a key to explaining snow-dependent ski friction is
understanding the interaction of snowmicrostructure, its deformation
and resulting real contact area with lubrication and capillary effects
due to melt water lubrication, and liquid water dynamics within the
snow. However, it was beyond the scope of this study to identify
prevailing lubrication regimes and distinguish COF contributions
from real contact area, mixed or hydrodynamic friction, and
capillary attraction.

The found relationships of the COF with speed were plausible
and supported the theory of meltwater lubrication reducing snow
friction as the COF first decreased at lower speeds, followed by an
increase at higher speeds (Figure 5). This behavior matches with the
idea of changing lubrication regimes due to meltwater generation
from frictional heat (Colbeck, 1996). Moreover, the fact that
minimum COFs were reached earlier (at lower speeds) on warm
or wet snow, whereas on cold snow theminimumoccurred at higher
speeds, further aligned with the theory (Table 5). However, it must
be assumed, at least for very wet snow, that the COF increase might
not solely be caused by increased hydrodynamic friction. The slope
of the COF curve appeared too steep, suggesting the involvement of
additional processes asmentioned above.Moreover, on wet and very
wet snow, doubts arose about the COF decrease right after the start.
According to the theory, friction should be low right from the start,
as sufficient lubrication should occur due to the LWC of the snow. A
possible explanation could be that at slower speeds, the snow was
loaded for a longer period and at a lower strain rate, whichmay have
increased snow deformation (Mellor, 1975) and adversely affected
real contact area and water distribution at the interface. Beyond that,
the analysis of snow friction at low speeds was limited as the slope of
the terrain was calculated from the instantaneous velocity vector and
not from separate terrain measurements, which had data gaps on
several test days. Due to the static postures of the athletes, with very
little vertical body movement, the slope calculation worked well as
soon the athletes settled into their posture. Before that, during the
first 4 m of gliding at rather low speeds, the COF-curves were biased
and made analysis difficult.

The abrasion of wax during a test day was not quantified by
additional contact angle measurements. Depending on the test track
and number of runs, the total distance of skiing on a test day varied
from about 13 to 27 km. According to Rohm et al. (2017) significant
wax (paraffin) abrasion had to be assumed on cold snow leading to a
reduction of the base’s water contact angle. Whereas on warm snow,
abrasion was reported to be much less keeping contact angles
unaffected, at least over the first 9 km. Therefore, the wet snow
tests at the test track at Bolgen (Figure 1), which was in close
proximity to the chairlift keeping the skied distance small, are
probably less affected by wax abrasion.

The uncertainty of the presented COFs had an upper limit
deduced from error propagation calculations of about ±0.018,
and a lower limit of about ±0.001 based on the measured
variability of COF averages of consecutive runs under optimal
conditions. A limitation of the applied COF measurement
method was the calculation of relatively small friction forces
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from accelerations with considerable uncertainties. The
magnification of superimposed noise on kinematic data when
determining accelerations from displacement data is a known
problem in biomechanics (D’Amico and Ferringo, 1992). The
spline smoothing of the position data applied here is an approved
method to minimize superimposed noise effects on the raw data
(Skaloud and Limpach, 2003). Nevertheless, further smoothing of the
speed and acceleration had to be conducted to eliminate artifacts in
the COF curves (Supplementary Appendix Figures S11, S12). An
exact determination of the uncertainty of accelerations used for the
COF calculations was difficult as uncertainty depends on several
factors, including the dynamics of the analyzed motion, the
specifications of the dGNSS hardware and processing algorithms,
the GNSS signal shading and reflection, or the terrain and time-
specific satellite constellations (Gilgien et al., 2013; Gilgien et al.,
2015). Gilgien et al. (2015) stated an uncertainty of the applied
dGNSS method for instantaneous acceleration of ±0.22m s−2 for
alpine giant slalom ski racing for turning where a virtual pendulum
was attached to the head compared to a video based system, which
usually provide position accuracies of about 0.001–0.022m (van der
Kruk and Reijne, 2018). Since our gliding tests included no turning
the error is expected to be much smaller. The major part of the
instantaneous acceleration error of ±0.22m s−2 was associated with
the pendulum swing. In this study, the input uncertainty of the
acceleration was therefore calculated as ±0.09m s−2 (Table 4), which
is about ±5% of the average acceleration throughout the analyzed
gliding section (assuming a COF of 0.06). Assuming a one-percent
acceleration uncertainty, the propagated COF uncertainty would
have been reduced from ±30% to about ±20%.

Practical Implications
This study has presented, for the first time, a data set that describes
the snow friction for freestyle skis and snowboards for a full range
from very fast gliding snow conditions to excessively slow ones. It was
shown that snow friction can vary considerably from day to day, but
also can change within hours. For Olympic freestyle disciplines like
slopestyle or big air, it is important to understand this variability as it
strongly affects the take-off speed at jumps and therefore determines
whether athletes land with low impact in the sweet-spot zone or jump
too far or too short, risking severe injuries. Now, based on the findings
of this research, the COF can be predicted from the prevailing snow
physical properties, which can be measured using available and
affordable instruments or calculated using numerical snowpack
and weather models (Wolfsperger et al., 2018; Hanzer et al., 2020).
For that purpose, practitioners should use the shownmulti-parameter
COF models given in Equations 10, 11. The precise calculation of
snow friction depending on the weather and snow at a specific venue
will help course builders to improve the design of snow parks from a
safety point of view, and give organizers of freestyle events the ability to
anticipate diurnal changes in snow friction and thus injury risk.

As an alternative to the calculation of COF from physical snow
parameters that require the use of snow measurement instruments,
practitioners can also roughly estimate snow friction on a groomed
track with a thermometer, a visual characterization of the snow to
identify the prevailing snow category and by considering the weather
of the last and upcoming 24 h. If there was snowfall or fragments of
dendrites are visible at the snow surface, COF values for new snow

must be assumed starting from 0.06 and higher. If snowfall is
starting, a COF increase to 0.08 can be expected. Else, if the
snow temperature rises and reaches 0°C already before noon,
melting will probably occur, and hence the COF can quickly
reach 0.10, and in rare cases, if the weather is remarkable warm,
COF can rise up to a value of 0.14. However, if spring snow is
prevailing and the snow temperature is below 0°C the COF can be
estimated as low as 0.02 and up to 0.04. If the snow reaches 0°C and
melting begins the COF still stays rather low (<0.04) as long as the
snow is not noticeably deformed by the skis. Once the snow
significantly softens the COF rises to about 0.06, and with warm
weather or strong sun exposure values can reach 0.08. For any other
winter snow conditions with snow temperature about −1 and −20°C
(excluding very cold snow), COF values range between about 0.04
and 0.06.
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